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Afternoon Shopping
- Stephanie Bradbury
Everywhere you look
women wade through
thigh high stares
The ones you can't see
you can hear
by their heels
Clicking through cookware
though they don't
cook
Unaware of everything
they reveal
In each bend of the waist,
the wrist,
The cold shoulder
jealous of the neck.

Amusing Iris
- Merry Mercurial
When we go out to a restaurant ‒ something my father insists on the moment there is
money over debt ‒ the host asks, “Smoking or non?” because it’s a formality whose omission
could earn him a demerit. The host and the entire live-long world know where we will sit. They
need only observe mother’s upper-lip furrows dug so deep they don’t look like wrinkles but
marks of destiny from a bully god. That buttery blot at the meeting place of her smoking fingers.
The fried laugh that responds to anything bawdy and witty or bawdy enough to put wit in a
corner. Jesus Christ knows why her voice still sounds husky rather than gravel-under-Mack-truck
crushed, because in times of waning amusement, Joyce has been known to plow through two,
three cartons a week.
This legend courses through family suppers: that prima gravida with yours truly, she
idled down to a pack a day, an ascetic level she kept until at three weeks old I was weaned to
whole fat cow’s milk with Karo syrup. For this reason, I’ve resigned myself to the fact that
whenever I die, it will be with perfect awareness that I could’ve lived fifteen to twenty years
longer but for my mother’s filthy crutch. Though she does scowl when I wave this matter under
her deadened nostrils, there are greater ways to evoke a rise out of Polymath Joyce. Such as
saying that had she breastfed longer, I might have been a more intelligent child. I might’ve had
the potential, I will tell her, to get out of this backwash delta she and my father both individually
chose as home over the jillion better places on earth.
Usually, then, we share a mother-daughter laugh and let go whatever our discrepancy
may have been because of this: despite her fairly epic love affair with smoke, her little daughter
Iris is a GODDAMNED GENIUS. I do not mean parent-created genius: not “the pictures I
finger-painted at five had a vaguely Kandinsky-like je ne sais quoi” genius. No, I graduated at
thirteen just to be addled by various colleges saying why I should attend when I knew good and
well the reason I should attend. It’s called to bring to their school some weird prestige at the
corner of Ripley’s Believe It or Not and Harvard’s PhDed to Death.
Right now, though, I am not contemplating colleges nor am I gagging on secondhand
smog. I am sitting in the lounge of the Family Planning Clinic waiting to be called back. Several
factors would prevent nearly anyone with sense from liking this building. The first is that the
workers are cloistral to a mind-numbing extreme ‒ nouveau nuns from the order of Testing Poor
People for Babies. For Christ sakes, there is a dollar store in town where you can get a two-pack
of home tests for fifty cents; I’ve known girls to go home with ten boxes in hand just to shore up
against their unpredictable futures.
Another thing is that directly cock-eye of this place, so you’ll see it if you look up from
the table magazines the nun-workers have arranged in a perfect stack, is Linwood’s Laundromat
where the owner’s son is famed for killing himself one night. He got hopped foolish on a
multiplicity of drugs, used his daddy’s key to the place and ‒ you may not want to visualize this
‒ stood there touching himself in front of the huge window panes. Everyone knows this due to
half the town driving by seeing him; he waved with his unemployed hand. Gleefully. Then he
climbed up to the roof and just jumped, crown-down onto the cement which had just had oak
leaves blasted off it earlier that afternoon.
Can you conceive of how hard a boy’s got to thrust himself, and from what angle, to
accommodate his death when thousands of other boys all over the country jump from buildings
taller than Linwood’s Laundromat to no consequence except that for a minute their shins seem to

vibrate? I’ve shut my eyes and tried to see it several times. And though theorems dawned
powerfully upon me while most were drawing rainbows in the empty place of their protractors, I
cannot understand this suicide. Every single time I’ve been to the clinic, I’ve looked over there,
then shut my eyes and tried to be quiet enough that the facts would come together and create
some kind of motion picture.
I’ve been here, now, five times. For me, it’s a matter of convenience: the clinic is eightyseven strides from my house.
When the girl calls my name, she stops and sighs halfway through saying, “Iris Auction.”
I give them a sample; I wait for them to demystify it. The girl who normally intimates
that I’m not pregnant this time tells me to hold it a skinny minute, there’s someone else who
wants to see me, and before I can swing off this table, there is little bug-eyed Ingrid Hertz in
front of me. Little bug-eyed Ingrid Hertz asks point-blank what in land over hell I’m trying to
pull; and even though I know what she means, I ask her to tell me what she means.
“You been in here repeatedly taking these tests, going slack-jaw when it turns out
nothing. Now you explain for me, and you do so without your smart lip, what you’re doing
wanting a baby.”
When I do not answer her, thinking what business could it possibly be of little bug-eyed
Ingrid Hertz’s, she changes her question to: “Iris, do you know how to have a baby?”
Do I know how to have a baby?
“Iris.” Ingrid is gentle now. “You haven’t been close with any of those boys have you?”
Her eyes suggest she will not believe me if I say I have. I sit there for a while looking square at
her, allowing female-to-female transmissions to travel between ours sets of stonewalling eyes.
Now her features squirm alive. “Iris Auction, your mama would belt your ass! Do not tell me ‒
we just naturally assumed you were coming in here ’cause nobody’d taught you birds and bees,
and you thought maybe, well, maybe . . .” I can visualize her eyebulbs going POP right out of
their sockets, oozing down her cheeks like runny eggs.
“Your mama has talked to you about sex?”
“Yes, ma’am. I’m doing it.”
“You are thirteen.”
I explain to her that, most likely thanks to a generational fluctuation of hormones ‒
thanks in turn to a greed for meat that used to be bovines on steroids ‒ most girls have their
monthlies well before thirteen now. I ask her then why I’ve had not even a scare when I’ve made
sure to be as skin-to-skin reckless as possible with them.
For a second she further loses what threadbare equanimity she’s got in the first place,
slapping her thighs as she stands with a snap. Her word spacing’s about to get clumsy ‒ watch:
“Why on the good Lord’s green earth you want to go havin’ a baby youareonlythirteen
youareababyyourself you are ‒ ” She stands near the door of the exam room, pointing at me and
not flinching from that stature. She has picked up on my numerical conjugation of the male
pronoun; she’s realizing I have just claimed a farm of them. The contouring of her eyeballs
changes as her eyelids untense. I have now exaggerated too much.
That rapidly, little less-bug-eyed Ingrid Hertz has occasioned a new theory. She decides I
feel ostracized from the girls at my grade level, a group around here known for swelling up like
knotted water hoses, having pretty babies, getting saved, cross-stitching patterns of wolves and
Christ’s witticisms from Walmart and so on and so forth. And you know what? It’s fun, being
walked through the logic.
When I convince her I have seen the error in feigning promiscuity, I get away from her

and into the sun. Warmed up and fit for the next thing on my so-called itinerary, I stroll over to
Linwood’s and shield my eyes to see the roof. I’m certain that Linwood himself could look out
and see what I’m doing, know that I am trying to see something that happened a while back and
did not involve me. Though I don’t think that last point is entirely true. Which is not to say I had
anything to do with the boy’s idiot leap; I knew him though.
Sometimes now, I will find myself losing track of what his name was, reminding myself
and writing down that it was Solomon, but name is incidental in the affairs I have worked up for
an alternative-world he and I constructed over time.
In my mind, Solomon Linwood didn’t blister his brain on every chemical he could obtain,
and he certainly didn’t lose two-thirds of that brain on a sidewalk. He lived and made good on
the hinted-at, daredevil promise he’d given me by saying, “Hay, Iris” and waggling his sandy
eyebrows, walking backward in the school hall that was being rebuffed that day. He lived right
the hell on. We started going out, eating bananas sitting on the balcony of the water tower,
tossing our peels down afterward and waiting to see various rodents and water bugs scurry to
them. I sat passenger while he slung mud off the tires of his Jeep. He got me pregnant, and was I
ever a sight ‒ little preg-body Iris and then this gelatinous egg in my middle.
Sad that all of this has been pulled from beneath me and with such lingering gusto, I
leave the block of Linwood’s and the family clinic. Having reached the end of what I intended to
do with my day, I try to think of something else that seems likely to either titillate me, lull me
into a body-and-mind stupor which will allow me to not care that all this can get boring in a way
that feels sticky, or provide me some gossip to pass on to Joyce.
There is nothing. There are a few movies ‒ each and every one looks the bad sort of
dumb. There are no new roadside mascots for tax firms for me to pester. I glance backward at the
ugly, short, beige Family Planning Building.
I walk the eighty-seven Iris-steps back home. Joyce sits on our front porch, which has
always reminded me of a bird house. Our yard this time of year sways full with red sweet grass
and purple yard flowers; when the breeze strikes it just right, the whole thing looks like a
squarish, pulsing spleen.
Having waded through our ankle-tall weed garden, I sit beside her and lean away from
her exhaust. Then I change my stance on smoking, entirely and suddenly, and hold my hand out,
asking that she give me one. She cannot bring herself to do this, not even when I point out that
I’ve already smoked the equivalent of a skybox seat stuffed full of loose cigarettes, what with
neighboring her so long. She offers no response.
For a few minutes, we sit there looking at the cul-de-sac, both hoping our neighbor will
materialize in her gown that looks like a cowbell except the color of electrocuted kiwi. While
this does not happen, a boy and a girl staying with their grandmother who lives across from us
walk out and into the middle of the globe end of the street, where they hover over a dead
raccoon. The little girl pokes it with bare fingers.
My mother once blew the ever-living socks off of Stanford. Born here, left here, could
have stayed gone as long as she cared to, applying her intellect to the great quizzes of the world.
Instead she came back to where kids don’t know better than to handle dead vermin without
gloves. She didn’t trail a man back here. She was not pregnant. She open-eyed chose it. But then
Joyce is a whole different stratum of smart, the sort that can churn nearly anything you please
into a worthy diversion.
I look at Joyce, who once was lovely but has weathered herself to within one alwaysdonned pink robe of a comic-strip hag but does not seem to mind, who is almost part of all this

but not quite. She asks have I been down heckling the good-hearted sisters of the clinic. Not
knowing how she knows this ‒ I certainly haven’t told her ‒ I say yes I have.
She comments that she hopes that stupid kid washes her hands before sticking them in
her mouth. She waits a little bit then cuts her eyes toward me, saying, “You get bored, don’t you,
baby?”
I do not try to convince her chronic ennui results from having pack-a-dayed in utero,
because she is asking me something real. And here is my real answer: I do. But if I’m my
mother’s daughter, soon enough the secret will dawn on me how to make the driest doldrum into
my own amusement park.

Aging in Place
- Lois Greene Stone
Multiple decades. I’ve accumulated that and have stayed productive, yet magazines
remind me that “...inevitably forced...to adopt a more sedentary and less independent
lifestyle........ trade in their golf clubs and tennis rackets for a walker or a wheelchair.” (Healthy
Living, Feb. 2017, “Retire to What” by Yaakov Kornreich)
Tall trophies awarded for golf and tennis consume most of the space on a Formica-topped
table in the basement. Bowling and even a ping pong award squeeze onto the rectangle. Yes, I
glance at a tennis court whenever I pass one, and remember how my backhand was powerful,
and I played a position at the net which most women seldom did. That racket takes up little
room, leaning against a closet wall unseen unless the door is opened, but I know it was inside
long after medical issues left it idle in the darkened area.
Golf courses, generally five miles in length, are each different unlike the dimensions of a
tennis court, swimming pool, or bowling alley. There’s an immediacy with the terrain, and the
walk between a ball being hit and landing also allows the senses to hear birds, notice foliage, and
so forth. Walking gave way to riding an electric cart, extending the playing years.
Two years ago, a medical situation suggested my re-thinking, and I wiped my equipment
down, almost saying goodbye to the items. Yes, I ‘traded’ in my sports’ items but not yet for
either a walker or a wheelchair. Either-or is not a given.
I often wonder if old-age articles written by old-agers would use such strong terms as
‘inevitable’ and reference ‘walker’ and ‘wheelchair’ as if these definitely were givens. The
author of the above-quoted piece is probably Medicare-Aged, but that might be considered
‘young’ to a still-active eighty-year-old. We, in the final chronological segment of life, cope with
inches lost in height, eyesight clouded by cataracts, strength issues such as selecting a cantaloupe
that now feels like a large watermelon, diminished hearing. Good mental health has us stress
what we CAN do and not what is behind.
A trip with some family to the Poconos last year took us to a resort with sports’ facilities.
In my head, the beach volleyball, and sailfish, canoes, waterskiing, climbing a slide that dropped
into the lake were still mine to do. My ‘mind’ took this in as a son and grandson participated. I
remember my energy and ability not with sadness but with pleasure, knowing I once did these
things with enthusiasm. I could still squish my feet in the sand by the lake, play mini golf, be part
of a hayride. I could still dance with a grandson, walk in the woods with my son while the rest of
the family slept, participate in the trivia games available for families to enjoy with competition,
and so forth. My husband and I focused on what we have and can still do and not what we had.
We know we are more sedentary and dependent; magazine articles don’t need to remind us of
that.
As a former high school and then college teacher of English, and professional writer/poet,
I’m called upon to help with some school work by grandchildren. Lately, two have asked about
humanism for courses in philosophy and ethics. I emailed a granddaughter a thought after being
asked a specific question: One strange thing, for me, is that we are helpless when coming into the
world and dependent for many years. Gradually we grow in mind and body but don’t
emotionally mature for a long time. Then we reach a point where we accept what we can’t
control, feel comfortable enough to express an honest opinion rather than be socially polite, like
ourselves, feel accomplished, are more sensitive to humanity in general; and then life ends!
Before I hit ‘send’ I re-read all the positives. I truly accept myself, am able to speak with

confidence, can say I truly like myself and my ability to empathize, and have not wasted any
inherited or developed talents.
Life, as we each know it, terminates for everything which exists. And those with walkers
and wheelchairs can be the young who suffered severe injuries, Boston Marathon runners who
lost limbs aren’t racing twenty-six miles ever again, and muscle-wasting disease might hit the
young without warning, and they would find a cantaloupe as heavy as a large watermelon.
Multiple decades. That’s a privilege!
Previously published April 28, 2017 ©2017 The Jewish Press

Cloud Walk
- Seth Jani
I want to notice this world
And its secret, meticulous life.
Everything rushes by
And we’re tempted to miss the cardinal,
Its flame-streaked body
Rummaging the trees.
We’re tempted to forget
All the hidden spots
Where water collects,
Where the delicate seekers
Come to end their thirst.
All day I wander beneath
The clouds and let my own self
Disappear.
I want great silence and compassion,
And I know the rain, recklessly magnanimous,
Will teach me,
The wind too, with its nudging bells,
Its invisible harmonies.
This world is made of beautiful glass.
Reflections fill the valley
Like a passing storm.

The Cemetery Committee
- David Macpherson
Connie struggled to control the Kenworth as they descended on I-70 heading west
in Utah. A heavy crosswind in deep blue March skies buffeted the eighteen-wheeler into
other lanes, forcing her to focus on driving straight. Despite the roar of the braking
engine, Jake leaned against his door appearing to sleep. During calmer days, she and Jake
had enjoyed this piece of road with its startling rock vistas layered with shelves of red
iron oxide. Only later did she understand that Jake sat dead beside her in the truck.
She shut off the engine to get diesel. His complete stillness startled her at first.
But Connie had expected that he might die in the truck and was thankful Jake made it
easy ‒ no death rattle or incontinence or obvious struggle. She touched his forearm,
covered for the past year with the painless enigmatic bruises he once said looked like the
shape of states. Jake’s cold skin brought back her mother’s cheek which she had kissed in
her open coffin five years before. Tears fell on his shoulder as she whispered to him
words she had rehearsed a few months back. “Bye Jake. See you on the backside.” She
wiped her face with her sleeve, knowing more tears would come later. For now, she had a
practical problem to solve.
Jake had wanted to be buried in his family plot in New York. He insisted on a
pine coffin ‒ cremation would only add to his already huge carbon footprint. Connie
preferred a rapid reduction to ash; a cold, dark, claustrophobic underground space
frightened her. They agreed that if she went first, he would empty her ashes out the
window in the Painted Desert of northern Arizona. They spent an hour discussing ash
blow back but didn’t resolve the issue. He had won their little race to death.
She sat in the cab next to his stiffening corpse. He would not have wanted her to
pay to ship a body cross-country. Connie could hear his words from somewhere in the
truck: “You crazy woman, throwing away money like that.” She called to cancel the load
they were to pick up in California and headed back East.
Later that night she stopped in the wide-open darkness the West offers. She
waited until she could see no headlights for miles ‒ hard to explain to a passing stranger
what she was about to do. She wrestled his stiff body from the cab and tied him to the
dolly to move him to the truck trailer. Nearly half his usual weight from cancer, Jake had
prepared for this short leg of the longer trip. As she pulled him down, Connie knocked
the Yankee’s cap off his head. Jake had wanted to wear it in his coffin. The wind carried
it away. A Mets fan, Connie considered letting the damn cap blow away ‒ a final payback
in their long-standing New York baseball rivalry. In the cold, clear night air, the steam of
her breath washed over his baldpate as she rolled him alongside the truck. The absurdity
of the scene made her laugh. She mummified him in furniture pads, strapped him in the
frigid empty truck trailer and headed into the faint dawn light on the distant Eastern
horizon. Connie wore her Met’s cap. The Yankee’s cap rested beside her on Jake’s seat.
Ten years back, they had parked in the blackness of a moonless desert night and
debated the existence of life beyond Earth. She believed in life on another planet. He
thought not and, besides, light traveled too slowly across the great distances for anyone
ever to know ‒ they spent the next morning’s drive on the math.
It became a joke ‒ a scene of stumbling onto an alien.
“Camera ready?” she asked.

“Yep, all set to take a shot of Tammy time traveler. I hear she’s a looker."
“I’ll do the comparing and let you know if I’m up for a threesome.”
“Be quick about it -- suspect she’ll be hungry after all that travelling. I’m a pretty
good meal.”
The joke evolved into a magical recitation granting safety ‒ a prayer of protection,
the same four lines at the start of each trip. For the past half year, her prompt “Camera
ready?” led only to a grunt-- the beginnings of future painful solitude as he sat silent
beside her for hours in the cab.
During the three-day trip East, she let herself cry only once at a truck stop near
Iowa City. She and Jake knew truck stops. These gritty places held taciturn drivers whose
eyes avoided all contact, or men incapable of understanding conversation-ending cues.
She sat alone in the trucker’s lounge with the TV booming alarmist spring weather
predictions ‒ constant reminders of small random pockets of misery.
A wayward toddler stopped at the door and stared at her. Did this child sense her
grief? The mother followed with an apology for the intrusion. Had Jake been with her, he
would have engaged the child like a grandfather. She had seen it many times. He would
wiggle his ears telling an enraptured child he was listening to the future. He ended his
tale predicting future good behavior and a reward. The show finished with a wink to the
parents.
The truck stop overhead speaker blared. “Shower number 46 is ready.” As she
showered, she thought of the start of their childless life together. Like many girls in her
high school, she had dreamed about Jake. But he already paired off, seemingly forever,
with Toni Savelli, the local beauty queen. Connie searched for cracks in their relationship
but never found them. Magically, he had left Toni with no explanation a few months
after prom night. She would not prod why he left her just as he never asked what
happened between her and Rick. They had been children playing with genitals that were
loaded guns. The scars from prom night formed quickly and permanently. Her tears
flowed in the shower water.
She reached their home in Centerville, New York, two and a half days later and
brought with her frigid temperatures and overcast skies. She had called Dr. Scott that
morning to explain her cargo. A widowed family practitioner in his early 60’s, he told
Jake last fall that his next Christmas was likely his last. The doctor did not mince his
words ‒ he would gain only a few months of misery from chemotherapy. Jake was quick.
“Until they make organic chemo, I’ll pass.”
She parked the truck across from Dr. Scott’s home and office in the tiny town
ninety miles north of New York City. Only a few feet from the road, the old two-story
house had white clapboard siding and black shutters like the Baptist church one hundred
yards down the road. She checked her face in the side mirror and moved strands of loose
long grey hair over her ear. She could still see some of her youth underneath the
hardening from her life’s losses.
Less busy now due to the town’s dwindling population, Dr. Scott must have heard
her arrive. He met her at the back of the truck and gave her a long warming hug. He had
maintained his trim figure unlike most truckers she knew. Dr. Scott might be the only
comfort she would find in Centerville.
They stood in the dirty snow on the side of the road. She opened the back for him.

Dr. Scott climbed up and unwrapped Jake’s head. “Okay.” He grunted as he climbed
down. “Sorry he’s gone. Good man. I liked him. Made his own way. Wish he had time
for something other than work. But I don’t think he would have been happy staying in
one place.” Already tired of tears, Connie wanted them to end, but couldn’t. He gave her
another hug. A passing school van interrupted their mourning.
He looked at Connie. “What are you going to do?”
“I’ll just drive him over to Talbot’s funeral home.”
“No, I mean you. Will you still drive?”
Connie had not made plans beyond getting Jake into the ground. She would not
disrespect Jake by plotting her life after him while he still lived, even near death, next to
her. And the fleeting ideas of new freedoms were consumed by the terror of prolonged
solitude. “Don’t know really,” she said.
“It’ll come to you.” Dr. Scott smiled at her. “Got to say, it’s kind of funny you
carting him all the way across country in that trailer. He would have loved the tale.”
An evanescent respite from her grief washed over her. “Yes, he would.”
At the funeral home, Mr. Talbot, a tall man with a long cheerless face, welcomed
Connie. His unctuous smile unnerved her. Connie moved through the details that Jake
had pre-specified -- simple coffin, no funeral, and no graveside ceremony. Talbot worked
to convince her Jake deserved a higher-end coffin. Connie fumed ‒ they were not just
another low-life couple too cheap to plan a proper ending, and she would not be the
vulnerable widow, overspending on a funeral Jake would have judged as foolish. She
signed the paperwork after only ten minutes. Talbot’s smile was gone.
She drove the truck up the narrow gravel road to their trailer. As she backed the
truck into their dirt driveway, she remembered Jake had taught her how to use her mirrors.
They never enjoyed coming back to the doublewide that served as their home. It sat
stuffed in a tiny lot in a narrow valley of white pines a half mile from town. A few other
trailers and crumbling, abandoned homes decayed in the valley. The trailer’s roof,
covered with dry brown pine needles, seemed like tinder to both of them. They swept it
each time they returned but every night they heard the small sounds of pine droppings
gathering to burn on the roof. They both preferred the road and never stayed long.
She dreamt of Jake that night. He played with the kids that somehow were theirs
on a swing set in a park somewhere out West. The park’s grass, as verdant and even as a
professional baseball outfield, surrounded them. She awoke remembering that her
physical scars had taken Jake’s gifts with children away. They discussed adoption but
were unwilling to disrupt their driving ways.
In the morning, Connie climbed to the roof of the trailer and began sweeping
away pine needles and chipping away the remaining ice. Her mind wandered as if she
were driving. Growing up in a large, happy household of six children set a mold Connie
hoped she would follow. Hope destroyed by disease, she worked to become the favorite
aunt but missed many birthdays and baptisms from the road. During the Christmas season,
she and Jake made a point of being in town to attend the grade school Christmas plays.
Connie had watched nieces or nephews on the stage but even during years when no child
she knew performed, she and Jake still made sure to be back for the event.
About five years after she and Jake married, they had returned from the road on
an oppressive, hot July day. Their trailer an oven, they sought refuge in town. Jake
noticed cars by the local baseball diamond, so they stopped. The rutted infield matched

the general decline of Centerville. The dugouts rusted fencing and graffiti-spattered block
concrete caged the dirt floors. But the field’s poor condition did not dampen the chatter of
the young boys with dreams of a major league career.
Connie had spotted Theresa McCain in the stands. Theresa worked to repopulate
Centerville producing five kids with Rick. Somehow, every time Connie stopped in town,
she would run into someone connected to Rick. Theresa watched her oldest son play ball
while handling a wayward two-year old and a whiny infant. As the game crawled along
with six walks in a row, the toddler wandered over to Connie and tried to dig something
out of the dirt.
Connie squatted. “What you digging for little girl?”
Theresa walked over and grabbed the toddler’s arm and yanked him to her. She
avoided Connie’s eyes. “He don’t know what he’s looking for.”
“I guess that’s what two-year-olds do.”
“He’s three.”
Connie had missed both gender and age.
Theresa met her eyes. “Wouldn’t expect you to know much about little ones. You
chose an easier way.” As her mother turned and walked away, the baby stared at Connie.
At first, Connie had ruminated about pithy retorts but with the luxury of time, she
pitied this women whose bitterness might have been Connie’s had she stayed with Rick.
Connie had wondered why Jake spent a life with her. She saw women turn to look
at Jake’s physical beauty but never sensed the same eyes of men on her. Connie, like the
entire town, assumed Jake would marry Toni ‒ their joint beauty might grace the cover of
a wedding magazine. For the first few years after Jake came to her, Connie mulled over
the word “rebound” if she read it in the sports section. Like the confidence that the road
won’t end on a dark night navigating a blind curve, she came to understand Jake would
not stray.
On the trailer roof, wind sounded through the pines but she could not feel it on her
face. A single hawk looked at her from a tall pine. Her phone vibrated in her front pocket.
As she pulled it out, she imagined her body plummeting over the trailer's sharp edge, her
neck snapping on the cold gravel below ‒ no one would find her until she had joined Jake.
She widened her stance.
It was Talbot. “Connie, we’ve got a little problem,” he said. “I know Jake said the
cemetery had room but Sandy McCain says no. She has no record of a plot for Jake.”
“That’s not what Jake said. He said there were two plots next to his parents.”
“Do you have paperwork?”
Connie handled the paperwork in their marriage. Shit. "No."
“Well, you know how she runs the place. This has happened before. You’re going
to have to talk with her.”
Sometimes small towns grant the little power available to those most ill-suited for
the privilege ‒ Sandy McCain fit that bill. Sandy owned a tiny shop that sold cheap
trinkets to tourists but spent much of her time running the cemetery behind the church.
Some of the cemetery’s famous inhabitants had enjoyed their summers in Centerville, a
popular vacation spot in the early 1900s. Eternity might be a vacation if they rested there.
The small cemetery housed a few prominent New Yorkers from the distant past ‒ Civil
War generals, prominent bankers along with a dwindling number of local decedents.
Most small towns claim a peculiar notoriety; Centerville claimed to be a resting place for

the famous.
Sandy had pushed the town council to post a billboard advertising this fame.
Connie and Jake had attended the meeting and quipped the sign should start with
“Forever Forgotten”. The council took the signal and tabled the topic forever. After that
meeting, Sandy accosted them in the parking lot. “Just keep your goddamn truck on the
road,” she said stomping away. Later, Jake told Connie it’s not unexpected for a cemetery
to become the main event in a dying town.
Connie preferred to call Sandy rather than see her face-to-face ‒ she looked too
much like her son. Dealing with Sandy around the time of death was a purgatory. Sandy
got down to business. “We can’t put him there without a plot reserved for him. That
cemetery’s too crowded as it is. He should have talked to me when he learned of his
cancer.”
“I know there’s space next to his parents.”
“That may be but I can’t authorize it. Ever think of having him burned?” Sandy
was as delicate as her son.
Connie ignored Sandy’s solution. “Can the pastor OK it?”
“Not by himself.”
“Well, hell. Who can?”
“My Lord, Rick said you were a common sort. No need to swear at me, child.”
Rick, Sandy’s only child ‒ again. Connie imagined feigning with the left and
throwing a punch with the right into Sandy’s thin-lipped mouth.
Sandy interrupted Connie’s expanding visions of violence. “I’ll have to put this
before the cemetery committee. By our rules, they decide who’s in and who’s not.”
The committee convened two nights later in the church basement. Connie could
present her case in person only after the members met without her. She waited in a pew in
the back of the empty sanctuary, quiet except for distant clanks from a steam radiator. A
full moon cast a faint blue light through antique glass windows on the white wood. The
imperfections in the glass refracted small, irregular rainbows on the altar. Connie
understood these colors, created by the light of the moon, would slip across the altar
during the night. She heard Jake telling her that these images must be rare, created by the
luck of a full moon set at a precise angle on a clear night. Connie wondered whether Jake
was part of this light.
Dr. Scott touched her on the shoulder. “Connie, we’re ready for you.” He led her
to the basement.
The five-member committee sat at a plastic folding table under harsh florescent
light in unmatched wooden chairs. Sandy sat queen-like at the head with Mr. Talbot to
her right. Elma Schwartz, the retired school principal now in her eighties sat on the other
side with Dr. Scott. The fifth member was Toni Savelli. Toni never married but stayed in
the area to run a bowling alley left to her by her father. Toni’s looks had not faded ‒
Connie’s jealousy resurfaced.
Sandy led off. “Connie, you know the cemetery is near full. The only spaces left
were claimed a long time ago by the families with a long history in this community.”
Sandy’s kind tone leaked an edge of patronizing hostility.
Sandy leaned forward. “This committee’s responsibility is to make sure the right
people, good people with a history in this town, can rest here forever. You and Jake
decided to leave this place many years ago; so it’s my opinion he should go elsewhere.

But, not everyone here agrees. So the committee wants to hear from you.”
Connie cleared her throat and worked to control her anger. “It’s true Jake and I
spent most of our life on the road. I don’t apologize for that. But our home is still here.
And Jake’s parents and grandparents lived here and are buried here. They were good
people who served the town. They may not have been prominent or rich but they were
good people. Now I looked today in the cemetery, and, by God, there is space there for
Jake next to his family. When Jake found out he had cancer, he told me there was space
for him in the cemetery. He told me his mother had told him that’s where he would rest.
Jake told me that’s where he wanted to rest.”
Connie’s voice trembled. “I don’t know anything about paperwork. I don’t recall
any, and Jake wasn’t very good about those types of things. But sure as I’m sitting here
that’s where Jake should be.”
Dr. Scott started to speak but Sandy interrupted him. “Now I’ve got a
responsibility here. I worked for thirty years to make sure the right people are buried here.
It’s getting too full. I don’t think Jake’s the right kind of people for our last spots. I just
don’t.”
Connie understood again why she and Jake preferred the road. Something about
this town always brought her back and then lit her fuse. “You mean too full for you and
Rick. Rick would be quite a catch for this place being a rapist and all.”
Sandy’s chair tipped over as she rushed to stand. “You little whore ‒ you can’t
call him that.”
Connie folded her hands across her chest. “Sure I can.”
The committee sat stunned. Toni covered her face in her hands. Elma looked at a
sheet of paper in front of her. Dr. Scott shook his head. Sandy picked up her notebook
and walked out.
Dr. Scott called around five the next day. “Sorry about that meeting, not how I
hoped it would go. But I’m not calling about that. I recall you’re a baseball fan. I’ve got
two tickets to the second game of the subway series tomorrow. Might be a nice break.”
“Yankee stadium or Citi field?” It didn’t matter to her, but she needed a moment.
“I won’t set foot in a Met’s stadium. Tell you what, when the Yankees win, I
won’t gloat. I’ll even buy you an extra beer.”
“Where are the seats?” She was not sure why she asked ‒ strange sitting for
several hours next to someone other than Jake.
“First base side, lower deck, half way up.”
“Ok, but I’m driving your car.” Dr. Scott often got lost on the rare house calls he
still made. “I’ve heard some stories about your navigation skills.”
Dr. Scott laughed. “That was my plan.”
Connie wore her Met’s jersey and hat. Dr. Scott had on an old Yankee cap. She
drove his white Camry, a tiny thing compared to the Kenworth. A spring sun lit up the
leafless trees and highlighted the few patches of green on the forest floor.
Dr. Scott looked up at a truck as they passed. “You and Jake listen to games on
the radio?”
“Sure, we splurged on satellite radio mostly just for the games.”
“I still listen only on the radio. Did you listen as a kid?”
“Yeah, started in grade school. Had a little transistor right by my pillow. Two

dials ‒ tuning and volume. 1480 on the dial.”
“Yankee radio was from Binghamton, 1430. You could tell when thunderstorms
were coming by the pace of the static.”
They passed Ridge Road. Connie glanced at the sign and heard the alarming
random thunderclaps from prom night in the remote past. She forced herself back.
“Jake and I used to talk about the long silences in baseball radio,” she said. “You
didn’t want a talkative announcer for the whole game. You had to pace yourself. The
noise put you there. You could hear the crowd at idle, the vendors hawking the beer.”
She settled into her seat, her left hand on top of the wheel, her right on the shiftwhat she was meant to do. Their conversation moved to comfortable periods of silence
for the rest of the drive to the city.
Connie had been to Yankee stadium a few times with Jake but never in seats as
close to the field. The sun played catch up from its winter nap and warmed them in the
stands. After the first few innings, her excitement wore off.
Explosions of fireworks after a Yankee home run jarred Connie back to prom
night ‒ to Rick's awkward dancing and her constant need to tug up her off-shoulder dress,
a style she never wore again. But her spinning nausea and Rick's anger over her protests
in his car were murky. She remembered the pain of his penetration and her retching that
followed. He had shoved her out of the car to vomit in the grit of the muddy gravel of
Ridge road. He must have taken her home but that part of the trip remained hidden from
her.
Connie sat alone for the rest of the game despite Dr. Scott beside her and
thousands in the stands. The Yankees won eight to nothing. She passed on the late inning
beer he offered.
On the drive back, he opened a new topic. “Probably prying too much, but why
didn’t you and Jake have kids? I recall he was good with them.”
After the rape and her abdominal pain began, Connie had sought care in another
county. Her shame over being drunk and catching the clap sealed her mouth.
“Couldn’t,” she said. Though she hesitated, he was a doctor and the peace of the
ride loosened her tongue. “You never knew about it but I caught the clap at the prom. I
didn’t get treatment soon enough so everything got scarred up.”
“From Jake?”
Connie thought about lying but came clean. “No, from Rick McCain.”
Dr. Scott placed both hands on his head. “Huh. You sure it wasn’t from Jake?”
“No, I wasn’t with Jake until later.” As she talked, she realized what Dr. Scott
was telling her. "You mean Jake had it too?”
Dr. Scott rubbed his chin. “Well, probably shouldn’t say this but I treated both
Jake and Rick for it about that time. Jake told me they caught it from some hooker on a
trip they took together to the city.”
She thought she knew everything about Jake.
“Funny how the clap spreads,” he said. “On second thought, not so funny. Closes
more doors than most know.”
Connie wanted to hear more. “What do you mean?”
“Well, I’m crossing a line here. Jake gave it to Toni Savelli at the prom. And she
scarred up just like you. Got to say, Jake felt very bad about it. Offered to pay what he
could to make it right but, back then, no amount of money could make it right. She didn’t

want any part of him. She surely suffered, but he did too. It tore him up.”
The road flowed under the front bumper for a mile. Connie broke the silence.
“You think he married me over guilt?” She surprised herself saying these words.
Dr. Scott fingered the Yankee cap in his lap. “Maybe that’s how he started with
you ‒ to pay women back. He probably died with some guilt left but he died in love with
you. Everyone could see that.” He placed his cap on his head and adjusted it. “Love’s a
mixture of many things.”
When they arrived in Centerville, they stepped out of the car at Connie’s home. A
sole cricket announced mating wishes in the warm night. Dr. Scott hugged her. She
surprised herself thinking of a kiss. He pulled away. “Too soon. I think we both would
agree.” He turned, walked to his car and looked back. His eyes danced as he tipped his
cap. “I’ve got some work to do with the committee.”

The Slow Eureka
- Ray Scanlon
To augment my blathering small-talk about how getting older beats the alternative, I offer
another cliché: there is no free lunch. Because we old guys know so much and have such vast
experience, we can seldom bask in the pleasure of an "Aha!" moment ripped, after a long
struggle, from the hands of the dark unknown. One trades off, one compromises, and one does
without in exchange for the inestimable privilege of continued life.
I was a maintenance programmer, a sort of software copyeditor, a beautiful and natural
gig for a detail-oriented nitpicker. I would even correct comments, the part of code that hints in
English to the programmer what's going on, and, especially, why. "Byte recieved [sic] from
astro," "disable interupts [sic]," and "an error occured [sic]" met and fell to my righteousness. In
software faulty aesthetics, as well as incorrect logic, have consequences. Ferreting out buggy
code, when its error becomes obvious in the face of new understanding, gave me ample
opportunity to rack up the "Aha!" moments.
Once I worked on a small computer with a memory leak: it would allocate memory to
deal with a chunk of incoming data, and, under an unusual operating contingency of the network
it was connected to, fail to release the memory when it was done. This cannot go on indefinitely.
Our company's product was barely sentient, knowing only enough to reboot itself and start over
again when it ran out of memory, giving no warning, and leaving only a primitive core dump.
My customer, who worked for an oil and gas producer in Texas, used the box to monitor the
proportions of various hydrocarbons and other gases coming out of a remote well, information of
keen interest to his corporation and the Federal government. They found the interruption in
service disconcerting.
Though it happened infrequently in the lab, hardly a day went by in Texas when it didn't:
think unintelligible calls on your cell phone. I spent weeks trying to narrow down the network
conditions causing our agita, writing rudimentary debugging code that could tell me what was
happening pre-crash, building it into special releases which my long-suffering customer would
test. The problem became political. Our customer predicated future sales on our fixing the
software. Our Texas field people were hungry for a sale. So I went to Amarillo to clap my eyes
onto what was happening in the real world, the bearer of mixed feelings about being the
instrument chosen to project corporate power and competence while maintaining universal
goodwill. Or maybe I'd just be the sacrificial goat.
I saw the Union Pacific's major freight yard in Amarillo, small houses on cinder blocks, a
neighborhood in which every block had its own bail bondsman. On the highway north through
the panhandle with my company's service rep, in whose territory I was a guest, we listened to
Rush Limbaugh on the radio. I saw a helium mine and oil wells, which I don't run across in my
everyday life in suburban Massachusetts. Despite our accents we could both enjoy our deliberate
juvenile mispronunciation of Dumas, the city in which our customer was located. I could
appreciate the regional differences without being overwhelmed; they were just enough to freshen
my perspective and whet my senses. In retrospect, the chances of my finding a technical
breakthrough in a working industrial setting were slim, and I did not. The priceless part of the
experience was to escape my programmer's bubble, and work with flesh and blood customers.
Customers want you to succeed in fixing their pain and will go to extraordinary lengths to help;
our corporate masters are more concerned about what goes into this week's status report.
I'd be bitter to this day if I hadn't found that bug. Management's displeasure at my

continuing lack of results is palpable. Sometime after I returned from Texas, analyzing the latest
round of diagnostics and reading the code line by miserable line, I gazed at a comment: "unlink
& return buffer." My eyes darted to the code ‒ be still, my beating heart. Aha. Pure sweet rapture
caressed me. The buffer's unlinked but not returned, a nail in the coffin of uptime. I realized my
quarry had been a leak, and the fix was trivial. The status report noted there had been progress.
The gig, beautiful and natural as it was, could not last. Resistance to change ‒ my default
state ‒ is in the software business self-indulgent folly, and plodding meticulousness is death.
Bug-laden code no longer fuels my thrill-seeking. As time passes, my rewards come from softer
disciplines than programming. And while I watch my grandchildren turn into adults, I will not be
wishing I had spent more time at the office.
I marvel that I can recognize in others a quality ‒ adulthood ‒ that in myself I can't even
detect. How, my grandchildren might ask, does it feel to be an adult? I don't know. I've never felt
grown up except when I was a teenager eager to claim adulthood's rights and privileges, and
manifestly hadn't qualified. Even now, having endured major yet pedestrian rites of passage ‒
marriage, divorce, remarriage, cratered career, heart attacks, deaths of progenitors and peers ‒ not once did I feel grown up. Older, sadder, maybe wiser, but never adult. I'm pretty sure my
friends feel the same. I can't imagine that my siblings and I didn't ask Mom and Dad what it felt
like to be an adult, and I'll lay odds, though I didn't take notes, that they answered us like I do
now, as an official warning to my grandchildren: you'll feel like you always have. If you feel like
you're grown up, you're probably deluded. You'll never feel like an adult, just like you never feel
a year older on your birthday.
But the grandchildren are in fact growing up. This feels like a loss to me, which of course
is selfish, and resisting will only prolong the pain. Where their expanding lives intersect with
mine is, if not shrinking, at least shifting toward the periphery. The quality of what's still
common is changing, too, a shift in the balance of power. My granddaughters have active high
school lives of their own; my grandson is now a Marine with a Bible verse tattooed across his
back. These undertakings have adult consequences. Reacting competently to them requires more
than my slight talent for helping with geometry homework. On the other hand, my input is
becoming unnecessary. Observing with the occasional comment must suffice.
I might have predicted the boy would grow up as he surged away from my balancing
hands on his first two-wheeler, fear, determination, and then laughter animating his face. Now he
has indeed embarked on his own quest, as he should. This is the job we signed up for, so I
puzzled long about why I should feel loss. I am often the last to know the truth about something
plain to others, my obtuseness so wondrous I can only laugh. Perhaps engineering skills are not
entirely suitable for dealing with matters of the heart. At last, after I rummage through tattered
emotions, the answer comes, and for once, it's clear, simple, but right: the boy is gone, and I miss
him.

Death of a Farmer
– J.T. Knoll
Farmers, foreheads blazing, graceful in earth spirit, gaze down at his mother to see the fields
they’ve worked all their lives. Deaf brother wanders his white frame house, points to his picture,
hears him signing in the wind.
Twilight. Wife wishes she could be alone with her children, touching his breath as fireflies dart
over green wheat.
Outside, men in a circle drinking beer. Best friend winks sorrowfully as I pass, all the thoughts
they never shared tears on evening grass.

The Lieutenant
- Lester Weil
The young 2nd Lieutenant, with his sidewall haircut and crisp khaki uniform, has OCS
written all over him. As he skirts the LBJ for President rally, back where the opposition signs are
‒ several anti-Viet Nam War, plus Goldwater, George Romney, Margaret Chase Smith, and one
lone Yetta for President ‒ he stops for a moment and listens to the main speaker, one of LBJ's
semi-beautiful daughters; 'semi-beautiful' so dubbed a bit unkindly by the Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour. He isn't sure which one she is but thinks she is nice enough looking. He turns
away when she begins a “Goldwater is a dangerous extremist” rant, not because he is a supporter
of Goldwater, but just dislikes the dishonesty of the portrayal. He had lived in Arizona before
college and is familiar with Goldwater's ideas, some of which he likes, some he doesn't.
Continuing down the street, our 2nd Lieutenant is assailed by a mélange of music coming
from stores and passing cars. Buck Owens' “heart skips a beat” while The Beetles “can't buy me
love”. Roger Miller goes “chug-a-lug, chug-a-lug” and Buck is now back “together again”. A
wisp of Ella's “Skylark” leaks from a passing Ford.
He finds what he is looking for at the end of the block and turns into the Army recruiting
office. The Staff Sergeant behind the desk stands.
“Good afternoon, Lieutenant. What can I do for you?”
“Is there a Sergeant Miller here, Sergeant Cooper?” reading the name tag.
“No, Sir. He's on his lunch break and won't be back for” ‒ checking his watch ‒“another
twenty-three minutes.”
“When do you close shop?”
“Usually around seventeen-thirty, unless there are people waiting, Sir.”
“I'll be back then. Ask Sergeant Miller to stick around, would you.”
“Yes, Sir. Will do.”
Back on the street, it is crowded, the political rally having finished. With over four hours
to kill, the lieutenant decides to look for a movie, not wanting to spend the time in a bar,
considering what he has to do later. The first movie house is playing a western double feature, a
John Wayne and an Audie Murphy, but he has already seen McLintock, so he moves on.
He stops and looks at the posters on the next theater. The movie is Behold a Pale Horse,
which he has not heard of. Studying the poster, he sees three actors he likes: Gregory Peck,
Anthony Quinn, and Omar Sharif. As a bonus, he recognizes the director as the one who did
From Here to Eternity and the music is by the composer who just did Lawrence of Arabia. These
are more than enough bonafides, so he buys a ticket. The movie does not start for a half hour, so
he decides to get a cup of coffee at the diner across the street.
He loves matinées. There is always that marvelous shift of reality when emerging from
the world of the darkened theater into the harsh light of day. Today is no different, plus today
there is an additional shift from the stark black and white of the movie into garish color. In no
hurry, he loiters in the shade of the marquee, lights a cigarette and thinks about the movie.
He remembers images: Peck disappearing around the corner of a building, the side-lit
cigarette smoke remaining against the black background; the black mountains with the stark
white snow; the seamless transition from the 1939 newsreel to the beginning of the movie. He
loves black and white. Then there are the existential problems faced by Peck's bandit. He tries to

remember what philosopher said something about if you're not moving forward, you're going
backward and thinks this is somehow relevant to the bandit's problem.
This is a movie he will watch again. But now he has business to attend to and heads back
toward the Army Recruiters, finding the two sergeants alone and willing to call it a day.
“Sergeant Miller, I'd like to buy you a drink if you have time. Sergeant Cooper, you're
welcome to come join us if you like.”
The bar is dark and cool. The lieutenant gets three long neck Coronas from the bar and
sets them on the table. As he sits, the sergeants are wondering what is going on; officers do not
buy beer for enlisted.
“Let me tell you a story,” the lieutenant says, taking a pull on his Corona. “Not too long
ago, I was finishing up college. The draft board noticed, and I got my ‘Greetings’ letter to report
for induction. I went for my tests and physical and then waited for my call up. The day I
reported, there were five young kids waiting with me, and I'm the oldest by far. The sergeant
looks at us and calls me over and hands me six tickets. Tells me I'm responsible for getting these
guys to the base for basic training.
“As we waited at the bus station, three of the young guys grouped together talking while
another sat by himself and brooded. The youngest looking one attached himself to me. No one
was especially happy to be here except him. He was like a kid waiting in line for a Disneyland
ride. All excitement and anticipation ‒ full of questions and speculation about basic training and
army life. It was enough to wear a guy out, especially one who would just as soon be somewhere
else.
“When we get to the base, it's Friday afternoon, so they put us in temporary barracks until
we get sent to our training company. I'm the oldest on my floor, so I'm put in charge, meaning I
have to choose who does fire watch ‒ a sure way to incur dislike. Now the army has enough
money for smoke detectors but they use fire watch as a sort of hazing, walking around the
barracks for an hour in the middle of the night when you would rather be asleep. Nobody wants
to do fire watch. But this kid, Pete, is so excited about being in the army that he actually
volunteers.
“Sunday afternoon, the whole barracks is lined up, sorted out, and marched off to our
training companies. Pete is in my company and ends up on my top bunk. At last I'm not the
oldest and to my relief, a regular army volunteer who is headed for CID is chosen for squad
leader.
“Basic training is basic training, as you know, more about hazing and harassment than
anything else at first. But we were being taught some basic stuff, formations and marching. Pete
was always a step behind and usually out of step to boot. It didn't help that he tended to be a bit
awkward. His rifle always seemed to be held slightly in the wrong position; he was out of sync
during calisthenics. But his problems were not for lack of effort, Pete tried hard to get things
right but…
“The sergeant ended up asking me that, since I'm a hotshot college grad-u-wate, would I
be so kind as to take him under my wing and see to it that he makes it through basic ‒ as if a
college degree in philosophy is qualification for anything ‒ and also implied that my enjoyment
of life depended on Pete's performance.
“Pete tried really hard. He learned to take his M14 apart, name all the parts, reassemble it,
and keep it clean. He was a surprisingly good shot, his rifle scores just below 'Sharpshooter'. But
it seemed to be an impossibility to learn the general orders. Even after finally learning the first
two, he often stumbled on the third. And even after he was able to recite them to me, when a

sergeant asked, he always became flustered and got them wrong. The main thing he excelled at
was enthusiasm, enthusiasm and actual joy for being a part of the US Army.
“But the general orders for guard duty proved to be beyond him. His bed was never quite
as tight as it was supposed to be. There was always something wrong with his foot locker before
inspections. Sometimes I was able to fix it in time, sometimes not; I still had to keep my own
things in order. But his failings never got him down, and he was the happiest recruit in the
company. No one else was even close.
“It was our company commander's first command, and he wasn't handling it very well.
Given a competent commander Pete might have fared better, but the general chaos of the
company just made things worse for him. Morale was at a low point, and there was much
grumbling, bordering on rebellion. There were multiple AWOLs, including one of the squad
leaders. The sergeants did what they could but always seemed to be in a dark, foul mood, even
more so than your usual basic training instructor. When the company took the end of course test,
the scores were so low that the word came down that we were to study and take the test again ‒
and pass. And woe unto us if we didn't.
“If there hadn't been so much attention to the outcome of the test, Pete might have slipped
through. But finally he was called in for a review of his performance, and it was decided that he
was to be discharged and sent home. The one thing this kid wanted most from life ‒ the Army ‒
had been given to him…but now was being taken away. He was beyond desolate. I tried to cheer
him up by extolling the virtues of civilian life, but to no avail. That night I had to bury my head
in the pillow to keep from hearing his quiet crying.
“The next day he packed and was gone. The rest of the company squeaked through, and I
happily moved on to my advanced infantry assignment. But before I shipped out, I talked to the
company clerk. He told me that the kid shouldn't have been inducted but that some recruiter had
pushed him through in order to make his quota.”
There is some uncomfortable shifting by the sergeants.
“Anyway…after infantry training I was selected for OCS. While on leave before the next
OCS class started, I went to Pete's home town. I called around to see if I could find him and
finally talked to his sister. It turned out that when Pete came home he was very depressed and
mostly stayed in his room. Eventually he went out and robbed a 7/11 with a toy gun and then
waited around for the police to show up. When he pointed the gun at them, they shot him dead.
Classic suicide by cop.
“Now, Sergeant Miller, we both know who Pete is ‒ was…and who his recruiter was. So
I'm going to take off my shirt with my rank insignia and go out back. If you take off yours, it will
just be two guys, no rank, no army involved. You can leave if you want but this is your chance to
kick an officer's ass with no recrimination. You're a tough non-com who's bigger than me, so why
not.” He paused a moment. “But be forewarned, if you come out back, I'm going to take you
apart for what you did to that kid.”
Without another word the lieutenant takes off his uniform shirt, hangs it on the back of
his chair, and walks out the rear door without looking back. The two sergeants just look at one
another. Sergeant Miller finally stands with a “Fuck it’” takes off his shirt and heads out back.
Sergeant Cooper follows.
The lieutenant stands waiting, relaxed, knees slightly bent, and tries to remember all his
training. Knowing he was going to do this, he has spent what little free time he had during OCS
practicing with the hand-to-hand instructor, who was accomplished in 'street fighting'.
The sergeant and the lieutenant stand facing one another. “Since this is my party, you can

have the first shot,” the lieutenant says.
The sergeant puts up his fists boxing style and shuffles forward. When he leads with his
left, the lieutenant blocks it with his forearm and instead of moving back, leans into the sergeant
so that the follow up right hand goes harmlessly over his shoulder. Continuing his forward
motion, the lieutenant lets the sergeant's momentum add to the force of his elbow hitting the
sternum of the sergeant, who steps back at the blow. Cupping his fist in his palm, the lieutenant
steps forward and, using the strength of both arms, rams his elbow into the ribs of the sergeant,
breaking several. When the sergeant turns from the blow, the lieutenant switches hands and uses
the same technique to break some ribs on the other side. A sharp blow to the kidney puts the
sergeant on his hands and knees. In less than ten seconds it is over. The sergeant is out of
commission without a visible mark.
The lieutenant leans over the sergeant and says, “For a good while, every time you move,
your ribs are going to hurt like hell. That's not much to pay in return for a life. But let the pain
remind you what you did to that kid. And when I come back from Nam, I'm going to check on
you, and if I see you’ve enlisted someone else you shouldn't have just to make your quota, I’m
going to come looking for you. If I do, you'll realize how easy you got off here today.”
The sun casts a reddish glow over the cemetery as it slips behind the mountains. The
lieutenant stands before a plain bronze plaque set in the green grass.
Peter Ellis Wilson
1946-1964
He takes an infantry 'crossed rifles' insignia and a 'Marksman' badge from his pocket and
places them on the plaque and walks away.

Crime
- Bruce Harris
“Crime doesn’t pay.” The saying dates back to the 1920’s and was popularized by none
other than the famous crime stopper, Dick Tracy. Yet, crime pays for a whole host of industries.
Technically, things dishonest can be traced back to Adam and Eve and the apple. If
mankind were honest and didn’t lie, cheat, murder or steal, crime wouldn’t pay. But, we all
know, that isn’t the case.
Most of us remember when flying on an airplane was a much simpler, and more
enjoyable, endeavor. After all, one simply parked near the terminal, obtained a ticket at the
airline counter, and proceeded to the gate. TSA didn’t exist. Long security lines didn’t exist.
Scanners? One simply walked out of the terminal without ever having to remove shoes or empty
pockets, onto the tarmac, and into the airplane. In fact, the cockpit door remained open and
anyone could see the myriad of dials and levers the pilot and co-pilot controlled. Of course,
cigarette smoking took place within the first few rows, and flight attendants were “stewardesses”
and always female, but that’s a topic of discussion for another day. If not for crime, there would
be no TSA. Over 55,000 people are employed by the TSA. Crime pays for them! And that
doesn’t include the companies and employees who make the scanning devices, or the suppliers
of the scanning device businesses.
When President John Garfield was assassinated in 1881, he, along with his two sons, was
in a Washington, DC train station without the benefit of secret service protection. Today, that is
unheard of. Thanks in part to the unstable Charles Guiteau, the man who assassinated Garfield,
the United States has a secret service department to protect the president and his (or her) family,
in addition to the vice president (and his or her family), etc. A total of 6,750 United States Secret
Service employees might argue that crime pays, and pays quite well. And, let’s not forget the
attorneys and judge prosecuting the assassin as well as those employed building the gallows and
making the rope from which Charles Guiteau hung for his crime.
If people were honest, police at the local, state and national levels would be superfluous.
As would industries making door locks, safes, vaults, keys, home security systems, and a myriad
of other security related businesses and industries. Correction officers would be unknown, as
would the entire penal system. If there were no crime, the over 32,000 local locksmiths would be
something that existed only in fiction.
The more things change, the more they stay the same. Cyber attacks are on everyone’s
mind today, from small and big businesses and governments to the average individual home
computer user. According to the Cybersecurity Business Reports, “There's still roughly one
million job openings in 2016 -- which is expected to reach 1.5 million by 2019…”
Today, security is a $350 billion industry. Flattop, B-B Eyes, Mumbles, Prune Face and
Itchy may not agree, but as long as one remains on the right side of the law, the business of crime
pays.

For Mark
- Marianne Gambaro
1.
When we were kids, we didn’t know the difference.
I lived in the big house on the hill
you in the falling down bungalow on a dead end.
I had two parents. You didn’t.
We walked through the woods to the quarry
and dared each other to get close to the edge.
2.
We met again on a city bus.
Me in preppy pleated plaid uniform skirt.
You in jeans, clean but worn: your vo-tech uniform.
The world will always need good plumbers,
you told me with your grin.
All the way back to town we talked about school
the draft, that remote war in Southeast Asia.
That Saturday we went to see Catch 22.
But it wasn’t really a date.
3.
When I came home from college Thanksgiving
I told my parents I was going to call you.
They looked at me vacantly:
Oh. That boy from grade school
who lived down the hill
and enlisted?
Didn’t we tell you?

What God Thinks
- Bethany C. Gotschall
As the parishioners filed in for mass, Anthony lay under a pew rubbing his hands over the
rocks in the pockets of his corduroys. Checking to make sure his aunt wasn’t looking, he fished
them out and held one in the palm of each hand. His aunt had made him throw away the others
he’d collected. “God knows I go to enough trouble keeping this place clean without you bringing
in dirty old pebbles,” she’d said when she’d found them lined up on his windowsill. “Really,
Anthony!”
His mother wouldn’t have minded, Anthony thought but didn’t dare say. She would have
thought they were pretty and maybe even added some of her own. He’d dumped the other rocks
in a corner of his aunt’s yard, but he’d kept these two back. For these, he had other plans.
Under the pew, he turned on his side and craned his neck around, looking up past the
forest of plaid socks and shiny high heels and the little girls’ white patent leather Mary Janes.
Stained glass windows lined the white walls of the church, great colored expanses of glass with
knights dressed in silvery-blue armor with red shields that he liked but would have found more
interesting if there had been some blood on their swords or maybe a dragon for them to fight.
The knight on the window closest to him wasn’t even ready for combat; he was just kneeling
uselessly in his armor under a green tree.
Once Anthony had lived under a green tree like that, inside a little brown house covered
in dented, rusty aluminum siding at the end of a dusty road. White shutters hung beside most of
the windows and crimson-veined ivy climbed up the chimney and the western half of the roof.
On the windowsill, his mother’s skinny gray cat pawed at its reflection in the glass. Around the
stoop grew stalks of blue chicory, scraggly little things his mother liked even though, she’d say
with a wink, they really were just weeds. She liked blue things, and red things, and things that
sparkled, and when he brought home a feather from a blue jay, she put it into a little white
teacup, the one with a crack in the handle, with a handful of flowers and ivy from outside. It had
looked very pretty, standing there on the windowsill in the sunlight.
“It’s certainly been an experience, God knows,” Anthony heard his aunt say, talking to
Mrs. Leary in the pew ahead of them. His aunt shook her head and closed her eyes, putting one
hand up to her forehead.
“We’re all praying for you,” said Mrs. Leary. The plastic flowers on her hat bobbed up
and down as she spoke. “You’ve taken on so much, my dear.”
Her eyes flickered down to Anthony under the pew, and his face grew hot. He turned
over on his stomach and pressed his cheek into the carpet, breathing in decades of Sunday-best
shoe leather until the prickling at the corners of his eyes went away, and he could look at the
windows again. Up over the altar at the front of the church was a long, narrow window with a
cow and an eagle and a man and a lion all reading books to each other. He’d liked the window at
first but not anymore, because they were supposed to be the men that wrote the Bible, his aunt
had explained.
The best window was the one at the very end on the left side of the church, the one with
heaven up above and hell below, all white clouds and red flames with little devils poking naked
sinners with pitchforks as angels up above beckoned people in white dresses through golden
gates. His mother would have liked this window best, too.
He tightened his grip on the rocks, tight enough to feel the blood pulsing through his
fingers like a little drumbeat. But it wasn’t time for his plan yet, so he shoved the stones back

into his pockets.
The choir shambled into place in front of the organ, the pipes stretching up behind them
like kids standing on risers for their school picture. His aunt reached down, tapped his arm, and
glared until he rolled out from under the pew and stood.
“You’re too old to be laying around under there,” she hissed. Mrs. Leary glanced back
over her shoulder at them. Anthony let himself fall onto the seat with a thump just as everyone
else stood. His aunt narrowed her eyes but let him stay slumped against the cold painted wood as
the choir and the congregation began to sing.
Their voices wavered high, then low, striking somewhere in the general vicinity of any
given note but never quite matching it. To the beat of this dubious processional marched four
small boys in white robes swinging censers, followed by the priest. As they reached the altar,
Anthony leaned forward and snatched one of the missals from the rack on the back of the pew.
He flipped it open to the day’s readings, folding the cover back until the spine cracked.
The book had a yellow sort of odor to it, the same kind of smell little old ladies always
seemed to have. Someone had drawn a picture of a devil with a pitchfork over the day’s psalm.
Before his aunt sat Anthony filched a pen from her purse, then filled in the devil’s pitchfork until
it was black and shiny. He scribbled in flames until the page was inked from top to bottom.
When the congregation stood again, his aunt looked over, noticed the pen in his hand, and
whispered, “What do you think you’re doing?” She snatched the missal from his hands and
glared at him. “That’s the word of God, young man.”
“I don’t care what God thinks,” he said.
Mrs. Leary looked back over her shoulder again. His aunt, blushing, snapped the book
shut. “Better be careful when you walk out those doors, then,” hissed his aunt, her cheeks red,
and tucked the missal into her purse.
“You can’t do that,” Anthony said. “That’s stealing. From God.”
Her eyes narrowed again. But she didn’t put the missal back, just shushed him and faced
forward, staring at the priest with her fingers clamped around her bag.
On the altar the priest droned on like the hum of a fluorescent light. Anthony slid further
down in the pew, kicking his heels against the floor until his aunt swatted his arm. From the
window above the altar, the stained glass cow with its book stared back at him, its big brown
eyes wide, and Anthony pressed the rock in his left pocket hard against the side of his leg. He
rattled his fingers against the bench with his other hand, and his aunt sighed heavily but did
nothing to stop him.
The priest began the Lord’s Prayer, and the congregation knelt and fell into the rhythm of
the words with him, voices rising and falling with the unthinking ease of long practice. Anthony
slid forward onto the kneeler next to his aunt and heard his stomach growl. His aunt heard, too,
and shushed him yet again, as though his stomach could help it that she never let him eat any
breakfast until after mass.
“I don’t care what your mother did,” she’d told him. “Haven’t seen her come back to say
any different, do you?”
His mother wouldn’t have made him wait, he’d thought, but then they’d never gone to
church so it hadn’t mattered anyway.
On Sundays in the little house by the lake his mother had scrambled eggs for him
sometimes, all soft and fluffy and glistening yellow with milk and salt and pepper mixed in.
Anthony would eat them sitting on the cracked red vinyl chair in the kitchen, plate balanced on
his lap with a cup of orange juice on the counter next to him. His mother would perch on the

edge of the sink and tell stories about the customers who’d come to the diner last night and all
the odd things they’d ordered. Imagine, she would say, wanting grape jelly for your bacon!
He never minded waiting for her those nights when she was off at the diner, and he was
in the little house alone, because she’d always have such funny things to tell him the next
morning. Only sometimes she wouldn’t come home the next morning, not right away, and when
she finally did come back in the afternoon or even sometimes not until it was already getting
dark again, she wouldn’t look at him, she would just go straight into her room and lock the door
behind her.
The last time he’d waited, Anthony had tried making his own eggs. But it wasn’t at all
the same. There wasn’t any milk left, and he put too much salt in, and then he left the pan on the
stove too long so the eggs went all rubbery in some spots and crispy brown in others. He’d
scraped the whole mess into the weeds by the door. The pan, studded with stubborn crusty bits of
egg, hissed and gave off a foul-smelling cloud of steam when he ran it under the faucet, so he left
it in the sink dirty and went outside.
He’d sat down on the steps and scooped up handfuls of dirt, dribbling them onto the
warped wooden planks in little dry piles, then picked some of the chicory and dropped the petals
one by one on top. How pretty, his mother would say when she came back and saw them, and
then she would smile at him and make eggs the right way and tell him about the burly old trucker
who put six packets of sugar and extra whipped cream on a mug of hot chocolate.
But she didn’t come back. It got dark again, and windy, and when he looked outside
before turning out the lights, the flower petals had scattered and the piles of dust had gone flat.
He woke up the next morning to a knock on the door. Half an hour later Anthony sat next
to a cop with a black mustache and tired eyes in the front of a police car, a garbage bag of his Tshirts and socks and underwear bouncing around at his feet. Anthony had looked back, just once,
as the car’s wheels bumped up off the dirt-path driveway onto the road, and saw the cat leap onto
the windowsill. It pawed at the frame, though no one was inside to open the door. He’d turned
away and ignored the policeman’s questions, the smell of burned eggs still lingering in his nose.
At his aunt’s house there were no trees, only close-cropped grass and militant bushes
trimmed into neat square boxes. He’d stood on the porch that first time, not knowing whether to
knock or to go inside, until the policeman rang the doorbell, and his aunt came to the door. She’d
let out a long, heavy sigh when she saw her nephew, and said only, “You’d better come in,
officer.”
From the pews, the congregants all said together, “For the kingdom, the power, and the
glory.” They stood again, and this time his aunt took his arm and made him stand, too. As he
straightened up, he felt the eyes of the people in the pew behind him on his back and saw their
gazes fall away when he snapped around to glare at them.
Some of the people in church had come to his aunt’s house on that first day, adults he
didn’t know who stood over him and clucked, or ruffled his hair, or just smiled half-heartedly at
him, in the kind of smile grown-ups gave when there was nothing really to smile about at all. He
ignored their hellos and sat without moving on his aunt’s unforgiving couch, staring at the
yellow papered walls, the lace doilies hanging slightly askew on the end table, the lone, thin
smear of dust curling over the front of the lampshade like a mustache. The adults stood on the
other side of the room and whispered to each other about him, as if he were nothing more than a
pillow plopped into place to match the upholstery.
“How could she?” they said over and over again, and, “Where did she go?”
“God only knows,” his aunt had replied. “But she’ll end up in hell, wherever she may be

right now.” They’d shaken their heads and clucked and shrugged, all of them, as Anthony
gripped the edge of the cushion, willing it to disappear or take flight, anything to get him out of
there.
It had been months since that day, and still they whispered every chance they got.
“Peace be with you,” said Mrs. Leary to his aunt, leaning back over the pew.
“And also with you,” replied his aunt, gripping Mrs. Leary’s hands and bowing her head.
Neither of them made any overtures to Anthony. He looked down and scuffed the toe of his shoe
into the red carpet, then back up again at the four evangelists smug in their windows over the
altar.
It was time.
He jammed his hands into his pockets and felt the weight of the two stones, their smooth
surfaces warm from being nestled so long against his legs. He took one out. His mother would
have liked it, with its little bits of shimmery gray shining amidst the red.
His aunt, murmuring something to Mrs. Leary, didn’t notice as he slipped out of the pew
and walked towards the altar, one stone clenched tight in his right hand and the other waiting in
his pocket. As the choir started singing again, he stopped in front of the first pews, rubbed his
thumb over the surface of the rock one last time, and took aim.
When the stone arced towards the windows over the altar, it looked like a red airplane
zipping through the air, or maybe a cardinal flying through the snow in winter. It left a round
hole right in the middle of the cow’s placid face. For an instant Anthony looked out through the
hole at the gray sky beyond, and then the rest of the window shivered, cracked, and shattered
apart with a strangely gentle noise like the sound of golden bells echoing in the distance.
The priest threw himself to the floor as glittering shards of eagle and man and lion rained
down from on high, the choir threw up their songbooks over their heads, the altar boys all
screamed, and the organ stopped with a blaring, flatulent bark which reverberated off the white
walls. Everyone went silent save for two bleary-eyed, deaf-as-doornails old men in the back who
bumbled along to the end of the hymn all by themselves in froggy baritones.
For a long, aching moment everyone in the church stood completely still, staring at
Anthony and the rain spattering in through the empty frame over the altar.
His aunt barreled up the center aisle with her mouth open wide, a wordless whine
escaping her lips like a deflating balloon. Anthony looked up at the stained-glass picture of hell
once more, and carefully tugged his shirt down over the bulge of the other rock in his pocket. His
aunt took his arm and dragged him back down the center aisle towards the door, and as they
passed by the congregation erupted into a fury of chatter punctuated with gasps and frantic
exclamations of “Well, I never!”
“Stop!” called the priest, shards of colored glass shedding from his robes onto the worn
red carpet as he leapt up. His aunt froze, one hand around Anthony’s arm and the other clutching
her handbag with the vandalized missal still tucked inside.
The priest pointed one long finger at Anthony as he charged down the steps and up the
aisle. “What’s the meaning of this?” he barked. He waggled the finger right in Anthony’s face,
nearly catching his nose. This close, the priest’s robes smelled of tobacco and that same yellow
book smell, and of over-boiled pot roast.
“He’s troubled,” said his aunt, twisting her fingers into Anthony’s shirt. “His mother…
He’s nothing but trouble, Father!” She looked around at the wide eyes of the congregation.
The priest frowned. “He’s certainly in trouble,” he said, shaking his head, and his aunt
loosened her grip slightly. “Young man, you’ll go down the same road as your mother if you’re

not careful.”
“Good,” said Anthony, and smiled.
His aunt’s hand clenched tight again. “Good?” repeated the priest, eyes widening, and a
rush of murmurs rustled through the pews. Anthony caught a glimpse of Mrs. Leary shaking her
head in her pew, arms crossed over her chest. The cadre of altar boys up on the altar were doing
their best to arrange chubby cheeks and cowlicks into expressions of scorn.
Anthony looked up at his aunt, her face pale and grey, then tugged on her sleeve. The
priest said nothing as he turned his aunt towards the door. She followed Anthony silently past the
last few pews, out the front doors, and into the rain pounding down on the parking lot.
Driving home she took the corner of Elm and Green so fast that the car bumped over the
curb with a thud. Her handbag fell over and sent the defaced missal flying out onto the floor by
Anthony’s feet. “Leave it alone,” his aunt snapped, and plucked it out of his hands as they
zoomed up her driveway and into her garage.
“Was that enough?” he asked his aunt as they got out.
“I should say today was just about enough for anyone,” she replied.
“So, I’m going to hell?” he asked, and he couldn’t stop himself from smiling again.
His aunt stared. “I thought you didn’t care what God thinks,” she said at last. She gripped
her handbag under her shoulder, one corner of the missal poking up out of the open top, and
stalked out of the garage towards the house.
Anthony stood by the hood of the car and pictured his mother. He thought of red flames
like the ones on the stained-glass window licking at the ends of her hair, and the devils with their
pitchforks dancing around her, thought of her hand in his and of the funny stories he would tell
her as they watched the fires burn, so pretty and red and sparkling. She would like to watch the
flames dance.
He felt in his pocket for the other stone. If it wasn’t enough, there were more windows.

Gardener
- David Hart
Grandfather was a gardener.
He peopled the yard with zinnias,
glads and tulips, as he crawled
along laborious raised and mulched beds.
Afterward he showered in the basement
where a nozzle hung from the ceiling.
Surrounded by the tools of keeping house,
laundry, ironing board and winter lines
for clothes, he stood beneath the stream.
His bald head and his belly, pregnant with age,
silhouetted by beveled light from high windows,
shed water, soil and traces
of eighty years that sloughed off, whirling
down the drains into the pipes
and streams of Illinois, and, maybe,
some small portion
into the sea from which it came.

The Ukrainian Wife
- Margaret Karmazin
Jeff could not believe he was doing this ‒ flying to Kiev to meet Helena, a woman he
only knew from emailing over four months as well as two rather strained Skype calls. And yet he
had a good feeling about the whole thing, in spite of what his buddies at work said. “You’re
crazy, man,” Travis told him. “These things never work out, they’re for losers. Those women are
just whores out for a green card and to take you for everything they can get.”
Normally, Jeff hardly went anywhere, not even on picnics or to the movies. Not when
you could stay home where it was comfortable and watch anything you wanted if you knew how
to get it. He ate in only one restaurant and one diner, never new places.
“You’re a horrible stick-in-the-mud, Jeff,” his sister Noreen told him. “No wonder you
never got married.”
He didn’t tell Noreen that most of the time he felt embarrassed to be seen in public – fat
as he was and always alone. His best friend from school had long ago married, had children and
moved to Seattle. His buddies at work were geeks and spent most of their time off by themselves
in darkened living rooms clicking away at computer games. Not one was married though they
were all in their thirties except for Jeff, the oldest at forty-three and running the department,
though no one actually ran anything; they just automatically worked like happy maniacs.
Working was their fun. And though everyone except for Travis was probably a virgin, Travis’s
only claim to fame was one weekend back in college.
To remedy this, after much deliberation, Jeff had spent five hundred dollars on what was
supposed to be a call girl, according to Travis anyway. “That’s the ticket,” he’d said, “she’ll
break you in.” Well, for the money, she was no movie star but she did “break him in,” for which
Jeff was grateful, but the whole enterprise had left him feeling lonely and sad.
There was another reason he’d never married, which only Noreen understood. “The
curse,” she called it, though she avoided mentioning it if she could. But sometimes Jeff simply
needed to talk about it.
A week before his trip, he stopped by Noreen’s house. She was currently a stay-at-home
mom; her husband Sean was a busy contractor and made good money, so they could manage.
The kids were off somewhere, she and Jeff were alone.
”I know you don’t like me to bring it up, but I wonder how much time I have left,” he
said. She set a glass of diet ice tea in front of him, and he sipped it, though he hated the taste. He
knew that everything he liked was fattening and bad for him but the whole situation seemed
overwhelming and beyond his control.
”You know I hate when you talk like that, Jeff.”
“Noreen,” he said, “sometimes you have to get serious. You and I both know that no
Coulder man has made it past fifty, not without a bypass and even then, not much longer. I’m
going to be forty-four in August. Dad was dead at forty-eight.”
His sister poured herself a glass and sat down. She shook her head. “I’d feel like dying
myself if anything happened to you. And it’s not just the men on that side, Jeff. Remember Aunt
Lou?”
“Oh, she had an aneurysm. That’s not inherited. All the other females made old bones.
And on Mom’s side, they do okay.”
“It is weird,” she said. She turned a hard eye on him then. “You know, if you tried to take
care of yourself, things might go differently. Like all the men in this family, you just give up. Eat

crap all day, never exercise, letting yourself go. Like you’re asking for it, if you ask my opinion.”
“Well, at least I don’t smoke like some of them,” he said.
“Why don’t you see a cardiologist and get a good workup? Head things off at the pass.
Seriously, Jeff.”
“Yeah,” said Jeff, but he knew he wouldn’t. They’d find all the bad stuff he was sure he
had and then he’d be even more down about it that he already was.
“I did it,” Noreen said. “I had a complete work up last year.”
“You never told me,” he said.
“I was okay.”
“Yeah,” he said, “not to burst your bubble, but remember Uncle Jim? He got checked out,
they gave him a clean bill of health, and then he died in his sleep four months later.”
“That was back in the nineties, and he smoked,” she said. “They have more thorough
tests now.”
He shrugged. “Yeah, maybe.”
The last and only time Jeff had been out of the country was his senior year in high school
when his Spanish class went to Mexico. His Aunt Rachel had paid his expenses, and he loved the
trip but somehow had never gotten around to going anywhere since. Ukraine was a whole other
ballgame. Not a popular tourist destination, it would take him, including a longish stopover in
Munich, thirty-two hours to get there. Well, he’d take along a good legal thriller and his favorite
snacks. He wondered if any other men doing the same thing he was would be on his plane. “I’m
going on a little business trip,” he’d told Noreen over the phone. At the moment overwhelmed
with the kids, she hadn’t asked questions.
There were interesting people on the planes: on the first flight, a Syrian who told him a
heart-wrenching story and on the plane from Munich a beautiful English teacher from Odessa
who had taken courses at Rutgers. When he landed outside of Kiev, the Ukrainian Sweethearts
representative met him and two other men from the plane.
“My name is Viktor! I am very thrilled to meet you guys,” he exclaimed. He was a small,
brown haired, nervous individual wearing oversized sunglasses and a neck scarf. “Tonight you
meet your future darlings at our grand social.”
Jeff didn’t need any socials; he already knew whom he wanted, though he’d not yet
suggested to her his plan. These things weren’t easy to communicate by email or Skype. At the
moment, what he really wanted was a shower and a nap, which he managed to get in his strange
hotel room with its high ceiling and oversized furnishings. When Viktor came to pick him up, he
told him, “I already know who I want, Viktor. There’s no need for this dance thing or whatever it
is. Can’t you just arrange for her and me to go out to dinner so we can talk privately?”
But Viktor insisted that Jeff first must go to the “social” and from there he and Helena
could make their plans. And they would not be alone; Viktor, their interpreter, would be with
them wherever they went.
“Her English is very good,” insisted Jeff.
Viktor, though smiling, was evasive. “I must accompany you,” he said.
Did he think Jeff was going to rape Helena? Or was it some kind of scam? He well knew
that mail order bride scams were rampant though this particular outfit had decent ratings. Well,
rules were rules.
Soon he was standing next to her in stilted, awkward conversation. She glanced about
while they attempted to talk, and he took from this that she didn’t like him. Yet she made no

attempt to meet anyone else.
In person, she was rounder, not fat, just rounder and her neck was longer, actually rather
swanlike. Her hair was not as nice as in the photos. It looked as if she had tried to go blond but
only made it halfway. He would prefer, if her hair was brown, to leave it that way. She seemed
slightly taller than expected though maybe it was just her high heels. All in all, she was about a
seven or eight years older than her stated age of thirty-four. Her eyes were light green, which he
most definitely liked, and tilted slightly at the corners. She wore a simple black jersey top over
tight blue jeans with a softly worn olive jacket and large gold hoop earrings.
Of course who was he to judge her appearance even if moderate to positive, fat as he was
with his thinning hair and propensity to sweat? A flood of self-hatred washed over him. If he had
any sense, he’d walk away right now before he attempted to make her life miserable. Instead he
blurted, “Could we go out to dinner, just you, me and Viktor?”
She gave him a long look as if she was trying to laser into his mind and laughed, a soft
little snort. “Okay,” she said.
“Well now, my friends,” said Viktor the next evening as they sat at a table covered with
a heavy white cloth. “Shall we order some drinks and relax? It is wonderful to see you two
together, tak?”
“I am not handsome,” announced Jeff without thinking.
“I see that,” said Helena.
“Why would you even want to be with me?”
She didn’t answer, but of course he figured he knew why. Green card, what so many
wanted.
The drinks arrived, and, rather nervously, Victor raised his glass. “Let us toast to a long
romance! And, of course, good health!”
Jeff and Helena slowly picked up their own glasses and raised them halfway. “Okay,” she
said, but Jeff said nothing.
The waiter stood by for their order and once that was done, Jeff stopped weakly smiling
and said, “I want to be honest now.”
Viktor’s expression was one of alarm, and he put up an ineffective hand to stop this turn
of conversation, but Helena gently pushed it back down. “Let him speak,” she said.
Jeff cleared his throat. “I want to say this from the start so there is no misunderstanding. I
am here to offer you a business deal.” Helena’s eyebrows shot up.
“Not what you may be thinking,” he continued. “Please just listen. I didn’t tell you this in
the emails. None of the men in my family live much past fifty. Cardiovascular disease or
diabetes gets every one. I’m forty-three and a half now. At the most, I probably have eight years
left, more likely seven. Good husband material, I am not. You’re thirty-four and look healthy as
a horse, so you’ve got lots of time left.
“Here’s what I offer: I will, if you want, marry you, and you’ll get your green card and, if
you like, eventually become an American citizen. You’ll have my name, and when I die, you’ll
inherit my house and whatever I have. In return, I’ll need a nurse when the time comes. My dad
was sick about a year and a half before he went. You’d take care of me and then, when I’m gone,
you’ll be free and all set. What do you say to that?”
She said nothing while Viktor glanced back and forth between them as if watching a tiny
tennis game.
“Oh,” said Jeff, “one more thing. I don’t expect sex. I know what I look like. You won’t
have to worry about that. This is a business arrangement, plain and simple. Although, of course,

there is no reason we can’t be good friends. That would make our stay together pleasant. And if
occasionally you wish to go out on a date with someone, that’s fine, but just don’t bring him to
the house and try not to get pregnant. Try to keep it secret so my family and friends don’t know.”
“Are you gay?” she asked.
He laughed. “No, I’m just being realistic and considerate.”
Helena and Viktor rattled madly in Ukrainian. Viktor became quite worked up while
Helena stayed unruffled. When they had finished, Viktor said, “This is most abnormal.” He
looked hard at Helena. “Think about this, please.”
Helena said, “Well, because I am a nurse, I suppose that is why you chose me. As you
know already, I took care of my mother for years and this past year she died. Finally, free.” She
sighed and looked off into space. “I suppose nursing another is normal for me, and what you are
offering makes sense. I accept your proposal.”
Viktor appeared ambivalent. “Are you certain, Helena?”
“It will do,” she said. “There is nothing more for me here.”
”My God, are you insane?” shrieked Noreen when he got home.
Jeff knew she’d freak out but breaking the news had to be done. There was little chance
he could keep Helena hidden, especially once he started to go downhill. “I’m a fully functioning
adult, sis,” he told Noreen, “and I’m doing my best to take care of things. I don’t want you to
have to take care of me when I’m croaking.”
There followed numerous ranting phone calls but finally she calmed down, though not
happily. Six months later – that’s how long it took Helena to get her papers ‒ he told Noreen,
“She’s arriving tomorrow morning. I’m picking her up at the airport. Wanna come along?”
“No,” Noreen said, and then, “oh, all right.”
“I figured we’d get hitched at the courthouse. We’ll go over this week to get the license
and make an appointment with a judge. I know that one judge, you know, Bill Weiss, and will
see if I can get him to do it.”
“This is ridiculous,” Noreen said. Then she asked, “Do you want to come back to our
house for a nice lunch afterwards?”
He did love his sister.
He didn’t invite his cronies from work. Since it wasn’t going to be a real marriage, why
pretend? And he didn’t want to be jabbed with elbows while they cracked embarrassing, geeky
sexual innuendos. He’d have to tell them sometime but he’d downplay it and never let them
know Helena was a “mail order” bride. “I’d rather they just think we met through friends,” he
told Helena. “Do you think we could carry that off?”
“There is nothing wrong with how we met,” she snapped. “Just because you meet that
way does not mean nothing develops from it.”
“Yeah,” he said, “but still. Say, would you be interested in teaching me some Ukrainian?”
He stood in the doorway to her bedroom; he’d tried to give her his room, the larger one, but she
said she preferred the guest room, that it was across the hall from the bathroom and she liked
that. His own had a small shower and toilet but the bathroom had a tub.
“I speak Russian too,” she said, “and I think you are better off learning that one. More
chance of using it.”
“Okay,” he said.
“But I’ll only teach you one way.” She was twisting her hair into a no-frills ponytail,

which went with her navy blue running outfit.
“What’s that?” he said.
“I’ll teach you while we take a walk in the morning after my run. I’ll be back, have
breakfast and then we walk, okay?”
”Walk? Oh, I don’t know,” he said. “I hate to ask but are you trying to get me to die
sooner? Not that I blame you, but you don’t have the green card yet.”
She laughed. “Good idea, Jeff, I did not think of that, but, no. I am thinking that I would
prefer my husband not to be fat. Maybe I will make friends, and I don’t want them to think my
husband is not so handsome, you know.”
He gave her long puzzled look and reluctantly agreed to the walk. “We’d better go slow.
My grandfather was walking when he dropped dead.”
“Where?” she asked. “To the refrigerator?”
“That’s not funny,” said Jeff, although he kind of thought it was.
On the walk, she taught him how to say Kak dela (How are you?), Menya zovur Dzheff,
(My name is Jeff) and Segodnya vtornik (Today is Tuesday). “This is way harder than Spanish,”
he said. “By the way, can we stop and rest a minute?” He was out of breath.
“Okay,” she said. “It is time to turn around anyway.”
“Not every day!” cried Jeff the next morning. “Wouldn’t once a week be enough?”
Helena wouldn’t stand for that. “Every day,” she said. “Before you go to work.”
“But it’s raining,” he whined.
“That is not important,” she said.
Helena stood tall and strong, and he didn’t seem to have the strength to argue with her.
Besides, his Russian was growing. He could say several things now, which impressed him to no
end. In two weeks, he could walk a mile and in two more weeks, two miles.
“Any minute, I will probably drop dead,” he said. “You really need to get going on the
green card.”
“I have applied online,” she said, “and the interview is next Thursday. You will take me,
please.”
Of course, he would take a day off for this, though it made him feel sad, as if his death
was approaching faster. But he supposed he needed to get her established. “Would you want to
work as a nurse here in Pennsylvania?” he asked her at dinner. She had made chicken soup and
served it with some kind of dark bread. There was nothing besides this, not even butter, but he
ate two large bowls and felt stuffed. “I’m not pushing you to work or anything,” he added,
slurping.
“I have looked into it,” she said. “The test is next month. Can you take me, please?”
“You need a car,” he said. “We need to get you an American driver’s license.”
“Have you weighed yourself?” she asked him.
“No, why?” he said. He felt so full – what on earth did she put in that soup?
“I believe you have lost weight.”
He was shocked the next morning to see he had indeed dropped fifteen pounds. It was
true that his pants were a bit loose but he hadn’t thought much about it. He felt oddly healthy,
too. But don’t get too confident, he told himself. Just when you get confident is when you keel
over; remember Uncle Jim, cousin Al and all the rest. All he hoped to expect was to make it to
fifty-three. He was having rather a good time, and he hoped the fun would at least last till then.
The application for the green card went smoothly, and Helena did well on the nursing
exam, but she needed to take courses. He didn’t mind paying for them and helped her with the

work since it involved more advanced English.
“I think I will specialize in cardiology,” she said. “Then when you are sick and dying, I
will be better to deal with you.” She said this with a subtle smile.
He wasn’t sure if she was serious or not. Her sense of humor was often too subtle for him
to get.
“I think we should join a place to work out,” she said. “You need more muscles. I made a
new friend today, and I want her to think my husband has many muscles.”
And so a gym it was, which they now went to three evenings a week. She forced him to
use all the machines, which at first he hated but he did enjoy watching Helena work out in her
spandex outfit, though perhaps it wasn’t a good idea to allow himself to think about her in that
way. Sometimes at night he had to relieve his tension while imagining her lying naked or in
whatever she wore to bed in her room down the hall. This wasn’t what he had intended to do, but
he supposed it didn’t hurt anyone, and there was no reason she ever had to know.
Helena ran to the computer to check her grades from her first class. “Excellent!” she
exclaimed. “4.0!” Apparently, without thinking, she ran to him and threw her arms around his
neck. Their hug lasted slightly longer than expected. Afterwards, alone in his room while he
changed his clothes, Jeff regretted it. Not a good idea to engage in such behavior – it could only
lead to disappointment and make him regret more than usual his coming demise.
The guys at work noted his changing appearance. “Are you on a diet or something?”
Travis asked. “Maybe you should buy some new clothes.”
He decided to tell him, though for sure he’d regret it. “I got married,” he said.
Everyone in the room looked up from their computers and stared at him.
”You what?” said Travis.
Skinny Leo stood up. “Married?” he said. “To a woman?”
“No,” said Jeff, “to a robot. What do you think?”
Travis’s face grew sly. “Wait a minute…you didn’t. You didn’t do that Ukraine thing.
Tell me you didn’t.”
For a second, Jeff felt like punching him, but he calmly stated, “Yes, I did. Her name is
Helena, and she’s a nurse.”
“But you didn’t invite us to the wedding!” said Leo, obviously hurt.
“Sorry, guys,” said Jeff. “It was just family and at the courthouse. No big deal.”
Travis gave him a long, disarmingly innocent look. “So you’re getting it regular now, old
man.”
Rather than answer, Jeff rolled his eyes. “This is exactly why I didn’t invite you guys to
the courthouse.” But he had seen the longing in his friend’s eyes and felt terrible about
essentially lying to him.
By now he was walking mornings on his own since Helena was taking more classes. His
walking speed and distance had improved to the extent that if she accompanied him after her run,
she’d be doing two workouts. He sometimes drenched his clothing and greatly enjoyed his
shower afterwards. By now he had lost fifty-nine pounds and upped his weights quite a bit at the
gym.
“You need to buy all new clothes,” said Helena as she dished up her latest soup, some
kind of seafood thing she had found on a cooking website. He was amazed at how many soups
there were in the world.
It was a mild winter but they made a fire in the potbelly stove the former owner of the

house had installed but Jeff had never used till now. She poured him and herself a shot of vodka
and took hers in one gulp while he preferred to sip. Before Helena, he had only drunk beer. “I
want you to get a workup by a cardiologist,” she said. “I know two good ones from the hospital.”
He felt a thump in his stomach as if it had disengaged from the rest of his body. “I don’t
know,” he said.
“Well, I have already made the appointment so make sure you get nine January off from
work. We will go together.” After that, he needed two more shots of vodka.
Dr. Pranay Desai read over the fourteen-page questionnaire Jeff had filled out and then
listened to his heart and lungs. “Your blood pressure is slightly elevated but not bad,” he said.
“Your EKG is normal. We’ll do an echocardiogram, and I want you to have a thallium stress test.
When you check out, they’ll schedule you.” He was terrified and did not hide it from his wife.
“Stiff upper lip,” she said. “Or does one only say that to an Englishman?”
He didn’t answer. This was it; he was doomed.
A week later, with a million butterflies in his stomach, he went for the tests. Helena was
with him the whole time; she had missed a class. It surprised him when she took his hand while
he sat waiting after the injection of the radioactive substance. “I will glow in the dark,” he said.
“Like Chernobyl,” she agreed.
”Do you know people who were there then?”
“Oh yes,” she said, tightening her grip on his hand. She told him stories about them to
pass the time.
When he called two days later for the results, he thought he would have a heart attack
right then and there. But he did not. “Your tests were normal,” said the doctor. “No blockages,
normal heart function. But I’m putting you on a statin just to be on the safe side.”
He was so relieved and amazed that he was, for a good twenty minutes afterwards,
speechless. And then he called Helena who, although in class, answered her phone.
“I’m okay,” he said.
“I knew you would be,” she replied. “I cannot talk now but tonight let us go out for
dinner, okay?”
He called Noreen. “I did it,” he said. “I had the tests, and I’m fine! Maybe I got Mom’s
genes instead of Dad’s!”
His sister was silent for a long moment, and then he realized she was crying. “Oh, Jeffey,
I’m so happy for you. I’ve worried for so long. What made you finally go?”
”Helena.”
“She’s a good wife,” said Noreen. “Tell her I love her.”
That would be weird since he himself had never told her that. He examined his feelings
carefully. Did he love Helena? He couldn’t allow himself to since they did not have that kind of
relationship. And then he wondered what would she do now that he might not die so soon?
Should they get a divorce? But first she would want to get her citizenship, which she hadn’t
started yet.
That night at dinner in a fusion Thai-Indian restaurant just opened the month before, he
was quiet after they had ordered and sipped their drinks. Helena’s hair, now shoulder length and
a rich brown shone softly in the gentle lighting. Jeff took a deep breath and said, “You need to
start the citizenship thing rolling, and then we can get a divorce. I’m sorry I’m probably not
going to drop dead as soon as I expected.”
She shook her head and laughed. “You know, a long time ago, I went to a woman who,
how do you say it, reads her cards and tells your future. She was famous in a neighborhood of

Kiev. It was said that even film stars and government officials came to see her. Kuchma was
president then. Anyway, she laid out her cards and looked at me a long time, and I became
afraid, but then she said, ‘You will marry a big foreigner and go to live in a foreign land. You
will be happy and have a son who will be a doctor. Your husband will be a good man.’”
Jeff was at a loss for words. “A son? But to do that…” he didn’t finish.
She smiled.
And then he knew he loved her.

Hallucinations
- Eliza Callard
The anise smell of snow, the glitter
in the sun as the deer kicks toward me.
Alone, must find a way to reduce the moving
panic to stillness. My arms are strong
enough, and I catch her mid-leap.
Capturing the front hooves in my right
hand, the back with my left, I swing
her around like an ice skating partner.
We are panting, puffs of air joining
and rising. We are on the ground,
my legs twisted to a fold, her right side
up, head up, tail bent up, eyes on me
alone. I will protect her with my life.

Life Springs
- Darrell Petska
The fireflies are back!
And life springs magical,
beguiling eyes, sparking fancy
capricious night setting children to whirl,
fingertips and fairylands aglow,
voices winging toward mimicking stars ‒
loom of skyscraper
and tomorrow's ordinariness
by pyrotechnic play gainsaid
time suspending,
the moon on hold overhead,
sirens silent in their stalls
until finally the spell turns
dizzied minds bedward to dreams
winking their summery code:
Take delight!
Tomorrow stirs anew
at joy's liberating spark.

Never Mind the Lifeboats
- Bill Reger
We two drift aboard a vast barge.
Broad as a lifetime. Rusty with words.
Empty and clanging with the echoes
of our own debris, the refuse of memory
swilling all around us on this oily sea.
All the world can fit between us
in our loneliness, our fingers never touch ‒
one never waits; the other never finds.
Still, we watch for that further shore
until the sun makes us blind,
twisting in angry winds, we run
before the storms too heavy
for lifeboats ‒ as if this old scow
will be small enough to abandon.

Sixty Boxes
- Claire Scott
sixty boxes on my front porch
a UPS driver soaked in sweat
my heart sags
how could she
have had so much
I open a box
egg beaters and mixing bowls covered in mold
German pancakes with powdered sugar
jumbles of CD’s not in cases in wrong cases
faded skirts threaded with silver
dancing feet skim Cole Porter
dog-eared Leaves of Grass
missing me one place search another
suddenly
here she is: flowered dress strappy
heel cigarette dangling from Revlon lips
my mother before:
dingy nightgowns discarded meals
before: hollering I stole her purse
hid her sweaters ate
her Whitman’s cream caramels
before: sleeping
all day shades down stay out
before: swallowing
a bottle of Xanax swilled with gin
sirens slice the night
Anything Goes in a jewel case for Gershwin
I twirl through mismatched shoes heaps of silk scarves
the world has gone mad today
whirling swirling through taffeta dresses velvet hats
turns a handspring and lands upon her toes
she hasn’t been this alive in years

Sprouting
- Heather Banks
Time lapse shows how seeds awaken ‒
white threads of roots
pierce soil’s mass.
A cotyledon appears first yellow,
greens to synthesis of energy
when exposed to sun.
Stalks rise, buds release
to flower and set seeds.
Ponder the prodigality
of milkweed, dandelion, Queen Anne’s lace
scattered by winds’ distribution.
I, too, will rise ‒
though dormant through
the darkest pressure life imposed ‒
to flower, though the season’s late,
and send these seeds of words
to others’ fertile consciousness.

The Cartographer’s Archive
For herself
- Mark Mitchell
It is simple to lose your way
in the map room of desire.
Easy to be misled by seductive
latitudes or get caught
on a compass rose-painted
deep in an imaginary sea.
Sketched caravan routes shift
as easily as dust and spices,
get scattered like bread crumbs.
No one can find their way back.
Camels weep until their knees buckle
one dune away from an oasis.
All of this is flat and aging.
The room smells of must and old boards.
These are diagrams of lust and longings
from years ago, left as hints
and guesses ‒ strange souvenirs
of what others once wanted.
Here, now (though she doesn’t believe me)
the map of your desire sits
across this table from you. Her map
is topographic, three dimensional.
You think your cartography needs research.
You circle the table and set fingers exploring.

The Hills Around Here
- Grace Chappell
the hills around here lounge,
indolent matrons thighs drawn up
under the blanket of grass
falling away from one and another;
I run my eyes over their swells
feel their softness the fur of their green and
feel again my mother soft against my cheek,
her silken mink collar,
while Father Schultze in the pulpit
rages against blowsy flesh
and exhorts the mass of us
mothers and daughters,
shouting,
Be temples!
Yet the hills here lower
genuflect
rise from the blanket of grass,
for no reason requiring salvation.
And she?

she longed for paradise,
to grow lovely or holy in the candlelight,
telling her beads
thumbing her prayer book
to the sound of bells rinsing the air.

The Truth about Childhood is Not What She Thought
- Elizabeth Vrenios
She’ll remember like a prayer
how her father performed the morning rites:
waking Mother with a cup of coffee
before rousing the girl from her dark Eden
each dawn for oatmeal
at the green Formica table.
Overhead the naked bulb
dawned like a premature sun,
flashing its brassy smile,
inviting her into the tarnished gold of ‘soon’
that inched closer each day. A first glint
of memory as innocent
as roller skates
was stored and shaped
before her mother’s daily shaming ritual,
unpredictable, ill-tempered, an ice storm
resurrecting long shadows. The girl
folded each day’s memories into fists
like socks and stored them among her lingerie,
to trade, in her twenties,
for what seemed like love.
Previously published in Silkworm
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